
Ma ture092having reached the most
advanced stage in a process

Halfway There. No matter how many years a student
has attended JA, by sophomore year most have

experienced something unique about the school
or their class. Haley Callico has gone to JA since
2nd grade and believed JA has made her more

dependable, responsible, and organized.
Attending JA since 7th grade, Addie Grip
explained that JA helped her "forge new

relationships, grow academically, and expand
my horizons." Memphis Larson, who joined as a

freshman, described the class of 2023 as "tribal
because so many people in the school are almost

like a family." As a JA student since kindergarten,
Kelton Ayers stated the sophomores are the most

driven class because of "their willingness to succeed and
achieve the highest amount of knowledge."

 Oh, The Places They've Gone. Throughout school, students change, grow, and
create their own stories, which has been abundantly obvious in the junior class.

 Dean Perrott shared that he found more enjoyment in learning since coming to JA.
Evan Shanks explained that he was not as shy as he used to be and that JA opened

him up in a positive way. Daisy Kramer's years at JA have helped her to gain a
better understanding of herself. Going even further, Morgan Potts claimed that she
is a whole new person and is excited for the future with everything it has to offer.

She remembered her freshmen seminar class, and how she felt lost and unsure
what she wanted to do, but because of JA she now has broader interests.

SOPHOMORES

freshmen

Ju
n

iors
Natalia Nantista

says that the
freshman class is

very positive,
stating, "I feel like
I have changed
for the better

since coming to
JA this year."

Kathryn Rock
states that being a
JA student since
kindergarten has

taught her
fundamental life
skills that have

helped her in all
aspects of life.

Cami Brunkow
believes that the
freshman class is
chaotic, and she
has changed by

making new
friends and
becoming "a

different person."
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Aging and Changing. Physical change in high
school is inevitable for most, but so is personal
change. For Tia Schmitz, the ability to create
lasting relationships with peers has been the

biggest change. When he first came to JA, Zach
Bartholomew claimed that he "didn't have a

good reputation, but I knew the kind of person I
really was and the kinda person I wanted to be so
I worked hard to make sure everyone else could

see that." Both Hope Vialpando and Drew
Hausmann agreed that since they have been at
JA for so long there have been many changes,

but Drew stated that his friends
being more like family has been

the best change.

SENIORS

Mark Leoni
explains that his
class is varied.
He shared that
he has matured
since coming to

JA and
improved
himself.
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